Extra Supplies needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

120 grit sandpaper and sanding block
Glue gun
Scissors or paper cutter
Iron
Parchment paper
Clear Wax

Lemon Drops Cube
1. Give your wooden block a really good sand, removing any rough edges.
2. Pop out some Dixie Belle Voodoo Gel Stain – Tobacco Road and apply to each
side of the block. Let dry and repeat until you get the desired stain colour you like.
3. Using your scissors or paper cutter cut out 5 squares that you would like to see
on your block. Make sure that each square is a little larger than 3.5” X 3.5” so that
you can sand any excess paper off.
4. Apply some Clear Coat on one square and apply your first lemon drops square
to your block. Using your fingers rub gently over the design to remove any air
bubbles. If you get any crinkles, wait until dry and then place your parchment
paper over the square and iron. Make sure your iron is on a hot setting with NO
STEAM.
5. Using your 120 grit sandpaper sand off any excess paper and distress the edges
of the block to your liking.
6. Repeat until all the block sides are finished.
7. Do not seal with the top coat because it is a water base sealer it will make the
printable run. You can seal with a clear wax if you wish.

Lemon Drops Interchangeable Sign
1. Give the wooden sign a really good sand with your 120 grit sandpaper.
2. Using your brush give the wooden sign 2 coats of Casement, letting each coat
dry completely. If you would prefer white to be the predominant colour go on
with Coal Black first.
3. Then give the wooden sign 2 coats of Coal Black letting each coat completely
dry.
4. Using your sanding block distress to your liking.
5. Take the ribbon from your kit and cut each strip in half lengthways to create 2
strips of each ribbon, except for the lace.
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6. Layer on top of each other to create your messy bow. Tie together with jute.
7. Cut out your lager lemon drops printable squares.
8. Position the clip in the top middle of your sign, making sure that your lemon
printable fits on the wood also once clipped.
9. Glue the clip into place and the messy bow just above.
10. Clip your printable on and change out as you like.

Congratulations, you did it! You made your super cute Lemon Drops Set all ready
to decorate with!! Well done!!
Now it’s time to pop your Lemon Block and Interchangeable Sign out on display in
your tiered trays, shelves or coffee table and enjoy for years to come!
Be sure to share your finished projects over on our Facebook page @raggedybits.
We’d love to see them
If you have any questions at all about your DIY Surprise Craft Box please reach out
to sam@raggedy-bits.com or message me through Facebook or Instagram.
Happy Painting & Creating, Sam xx
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